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INTERVIEW WITH LARRY ROBBINS
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Thank you again
for taking the time to speak with us.
I’ll dive right into the first question:
can you walk us through how you
started, and how the firm has been
able to generate attractive, riskadjusted returns since inception?
LARRY ROBBINS: Glenview started
because when I worked at Omega for
Leon Cooperman, I had the same
need to invest personally as many of
our clients. I was personally looking
to invest in a way that would have low
risk over time; that would provide
real returns over time; and that would
allow me to focus my own capital on
that which was known and knowable
– from a fundamental perspective. I
think one of the challenges that many
people have is that, in their pursuit
of highly diversified investment
strategies, they end up investing
their own capital – or capital that
they are the fiduciary for – on things
that, due to time constraints, they
have no contact with. Or of which
they don’t have a capacity to develop
a deep understanding. The theory,
when we started Glenview – and
that perpetuates today – is to invest
in businesses that we believe we
can adequately describe in a matter
of minutes. Businesses where
we can look at past and present
fundamentals and try to predict
future fundamentals – including
future earnings growth, cash flow
growth, shareholder returns, and
where we can invest capital at
valuations – absolute valuations –
that we find reasonable. And the final
thing is that, all along the way, we
wanted to think and act like owners
– which the business has allowed us
to do.
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Larry Robbins, Glenview Capital

CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How have things
changed over time?
LARRY ROBBINS: As our business has
grown and evolved, things we
could do as trading strategies –
including high capital velocity
trading strategies around shorter
term changes in macro- or shorter
term data points – have become less
relevant as the fund’s assets under
management grew. At the same
time, we have been able to develop
deeper management relationships.
We’ve been able to develop a true
understanding and we’ve been able
to inform our portfolio companies
that we are true investors who think
and act with a medium- and longterm mentality. We believe that we’ve
been able to have a positive and
constructive influence on the growth
and economics of our companies
over time that has benefited all
shareholders. We have always been
an organization that was focused on
medium and long-term returns, but

certainly our ability to support that
through corporate engagement has
evolved over time.
One thing that gives us an edge is
that we’ve done a reasonably good job
of being open-minded and unbiased
in our analysis. This is enhanced
through our team structure: we
have a very large team, where we
have approximately 40 people on the
investment research staff – three
quarters of whom are traditional
analysts, and one quarter of whom
are proprietary research analysts
collecting real time information on
economies and trends. In employing
that size of team, we believe that
we’re able to develop a very good
understanding of not only the first
three bullet points of what people
think industries are about, but in
fact the real way things work – as
well as many of the nuances behind
them. That’s led us to a focus in
certain industries that appear to be
perpetually misunderstood – most

notably in the healthcare arena. All
along the way, we think one of our
competitive edges has been to use
that broad research staff to separate
out the commonly held bull or bear
cases from those which are actually
supported by evidence, so that we

during times in which we were in a
higher interest rate environment,
because arbitrage tends to price on
the back of the high yield market.
And yet, as interest rates have been
significantly reduced, we have not
reduced the return objectives or

We believe that we’ve been able to have
a positive and constructive influence on
the growth and economics of our
companies over time that has benefited
all shareholders.
can trade against market perception
for the benefit of our clients.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Do you find that the
philosophy you set out with when you
started Glenview more than 15 years
ago has remained consistent in terms
of the underlying tenets you look for
in a business?
LARRY ROBBINS: We’ve always been
a fundamental long/short firm.
We did grow our capabilities to
include distressed corporate fixed
income to augment our equity
investment strategies. And yet those
are executed based upon the same
fundamental principles which we’ve
executed on in the equity market
since the beginning. The fact that
we have an absolute return-oriented
strategy has not only allowed us
to participate in those distressed
markets during times in which they
have been advantageous (and in
fact superior to equity markets), it
has also allowed us to walk away
from those strategies during times
in which there’s little to no value.
The second thing is that we’ve had a
more significant focus on arbitrage

cost of capital that we use to deploy
capital at Glenview. So over time, the
straight arb business has become
significantly de-emphasized in our
portfolio. In today’s interest rate
and market conditions, we find very
little that can be done outside of a
few select deals. In general, we find
there’s very little that can be done
that can generate 20 plus percentage
annualized returns in the traditional
arbitrage business.
Those are a couple examples of how
we’ve evolved with respect to the
human capital side. Certainly, when
we started Glenview, we were a much
smaller team, but it was always our
view that we would be an organically
growing organization that focused on
training and development.
I was 31 years old when I launched
Glenview. My own limitations
as a manager caused me to only
want to hire people junior to me in
experience (which, for me at 31, was
reasonably limited). And so not only
by strategy, but also by necessity, we
became a training and development
organization that developed its

senior people. Today, as we look
at our firm – which includes 12
partners – our average senior person
has been with us for a decade. That’s
not by accident, that’s by design. We
have a meritocratic culture which has
allowed those people who’ve not only
demonstrated success financially, but
who’ve also demonstrated success
in terms of their ability to train and
develop junior resources, to rise to
senior positions across the portfolio
team and across the business
operations team. This has allowed us
to become a much more sustainable
organization than we contemplated
on day one.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Can you speak to
your love and passion for hockey, and
how the sport has influenced how
you went about building the team
and culture at Glenview?
LARRY ROBBINS: Glenview is named after
the first town that I played hockey in
– Glenview, Illinois. The reason I did
that wasn’t so much about the game
itself, and the strategy, but anybody
who’s ever played team sports either
as a child or at a competitive level
will understand that there does have
to be a certain mentality in which
team goals come first – team before
individual – and that nothing replaces
hard work, no matter how talented
you think your team is. I’m very
happy we had that understanding
when we formed Glenview. And 15
years later, I can tell you that I feel
just as strongly – if not more strongly
– about that. We operate in a highly
competitive business where we have a
tremendous amount of respect for the
intellectual capacity and resources
of our competitors. We operate in a
very confusing and difficult industry
where there are many crosscurrents
– economically, fundamentally,
valuation wise, and regulatory – that
constantly challenge one’s perception
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of risk and opportunity. The only
way to combat that is to have a team
of people with a common goal who
remain objective, focused on team
goals, who have a work ethic, and who
put in the time to prepare. So that
during those crunch time moments,
we are well-prepared and wellresourced to make optimal decisions.
I think the parallels with hockey do
run deep, and I certainly think that
we are just as committed today to the
ideals I took from the game as when
we started.

money invested in funds managed
by Glenview. I believe that the
reason that hedge funds work over
time is because the owner/operator
hedge fund has a tremendous and
complete alignment of interest
between the fund manager and the
client – because the fund manager
is the largest non-diversified client.
And because of that, I am not only
well-motivated to drive returns
over time, but I’m also extremely
well motivated to manage risk.
Unfortunately, most people gauge

I think that alignment of interest is exactly
fair and appropriate, and is the motivating
factor by which hedge funds have delivered
risk-adjusted returns and alpha over time.
I do a lot of youth hockey coaching
because I have four boys who all play.
Coaching has helped me become a
better manager because – and this is
ironic – it’s harder to tell somebody
you’re paying to do something than it
is to tell a 13-year-old or 14-year-old.
Yet in reality, those 14 years old are
just playing for the love of the game,
whereas for everybody else it’s their
job – they’re supposed to be following
orders. So, certainly, I think coaching
and sport have helped me become
a better and more direct manager
– particularly in dealing with
challenging human capital situations.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How does Glenview
think about its relationship with its
investors and its limited partners?
LARRY ROBBINS: We think of them
exactly as partners. Since day one,
and through today, I have all my
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risk based upon the mark-to-market
stock price movements or security
price movements of the day, whereas
in reality those risks are more
appropriately measured through a
cycle – based upon the certainty of
outcomes and the hit rate in which
one invests long and short with
success. I think that alignment
of interest is exactly fair and
appropriate, and is the motivating
factor by which hedge funds have
delivered risk-adjusted returns and
alpha over time.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Glenview launched
a sidecar fund in Q4 last year to
take advantage of the recent market
dislocation. Can you talk about what
that sidecar fund is and why you
decided to offer it to your partners?
LARRY ROBBINS: It’s no secret. Hedge
fund performance in general,

and Glenview’s performance in
particular, has been negative over the
last six months [as of March 2016].
And it’s been negative for reasons
that we believe are transitory rather
than perpetual. We therefore believe
that the forward opportunity set is
greatly enhanced, and that clients
will be best served by allocating
more capital – rather than less –
towards that market opportunity.
Notwithstanding, we also
understand that there is a viewpoint
that, of course, an investment
manager who works for fees is going
to say that – because the manager
gets paid more to have you give them
more money. In order to maximally
assist our clients in making the
right decision – as well as to further
and deepen our alignment with
our clients – we felt that it was fair
and appropriate for us to be able to
manage an additional amount of
capital above and beyond what we
managed for them. In doing this, we
would receive zero benefit, we would
charge zero fees, and we would
invest in securities that were highly
liquid, so that they did not crowd out
any opportunity for our core funds,
our core fee-paying clients. We
offered this as an option – but not a
requirement – to all of our clients,
so that they could benefit from the
dislocation between fundamental
values and trading values that
occurred prior to the middle
of November. In that spirit, we
launched the sidecar product which
is long only – which only invests in
$10 billion and up securities – and
that augments the holdings that we
have in our Glenview and Glenview
Opportunity funds. The product was
extremely well received. It was fully
subscribed: we contemplated three
closings, as it was fully subscribed
after the first two. The product
has delivered alpha. I’m going to
stop short of quoting performance

statistics because I don’t want to
get in trouble with my compliance
officer, but it has delivered alpha.
We believe that it will deliver value
to our clients over time – above and
beyond that which we believe we
deliver in the core products.
We are extremely frustrated any
time our funds have a drawdown. We
try to do everything we can to put
investors back into a position where
the capital balances are restored, and
then augmented. But while investors
wait, we thought that it was fair
and appropriate for us to offer this
additional product so that investors
could benefit from the volatility that
we saw in the marketplace, rather
than simply suffer from it.
The unfortunate truth of our
business is we’re trying to do
something that’s very hard, and
very unnatural. We were created
in order to take advantage of
market anomalies, and yet we are
also expected to prevent market
anomalies from negatively impacting
capital balances. I’m not complaining
about that dichotomy. We’re not
crying about it, but we do recognize
that there’s a natural tension
between the times that opportunity
sets are created and the times that
the opportunity sets are harvested.
And it is likely, over decades, that
occasionally opportunity starts to get
created on your watch while you’re
holding that security. In order to
encourage opportunistic investor
behavior, I think you’re accurate
in saying that we will go to great
lengths to encourage opportunistic
investor behavior – because we want
to make sure that the clients know
that we will do anything we can to
support their objectives. At the same
time, our firm has greatly benefitted
from the long-term commitment our
clients have shown to us by giving

us the honor of managing money for
them over more than a decade-anda-half. We absolutely believe that the
hedge fund industry has not only a
right to earn fees when it delivers
value, but a responsibility to deliver
value – and we are happy to find any
opportunities that allow us to do that.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: When you look back
at the last 15 years, are there certain
milestones that you’d like to point to
and highlight?
LARRY ROBBINS: Investment
management is a marathon. Consider
Glenview. I launched the business
when I was 30, and started the fund
when I was 31. I said that it likely
would be a 30-year endeavour for
me. Any time you’re talking about 25
or 30 years – that’s a marathon, not
a sprint. If you know me well, you’ll
know that I’m neither a distance
runner nor an endurance athlete.
But if you talk to any good distance
runner or endurance athlete, the
focus is never on any individual
mile or any individual milestone. It’s
about the race – knowing that you
need to make sure you keep pace over
time. Through the last 15 years, we’ve
certainly had banner years where
we’ve been afforded lots of awards
from industry groups for having
tremendous performance. We’ve
also had years in which we’ve failed
to meet our objective of protecting
and preserving capital in all market
environments. The milestones
don’t so much come based upon the
calendar – or even based upon any
one quarter or year’s performance –
they come based on the cycle of when
we’ve had significant disagreements
with the market, and how those
situations get resolved. Early on, in
2002, we lost money. We then made
a significant amount of capital in
2003. The principle behind that was
the view that wireless businesses

which were over-leveraged were
nonetheless attractive growth
businesses – including cell phone
towers, rural wireless, and Sprint
PCS affiliates. Another example is
the pharmaceutical benefit managers
[PBMs]. Even though they enjoyed a
business model that was confusing
to some, they offered great value and
great savings to their clients – and
therefore were great business and
growth opportunities for years to
come. Looking back on things now,
13 years later, we can appreciate –
and feel a sense of pride in – having
been correct in our judgment about
the attractiveness and durability of
those industries, particularly while
they were so unpopular – while they
were under sale and attack by both
other members of the investment
community and the financial press.
But as soon as one smiles about that,
one realizes that there are other
significant dislocations that have
been created. We certainly saw that
cycle in ‘08 and ‘09 with respect to
overall systemic risk. We saw that
cycle in 2011 through 2014 with
respect to contrarian healthcare, and
the impacts of the Affordable Care
Act. Right now, as we think about the
present environment, we are again in
a very, very significant disagreement
with the financial markets with
respect to the durability and traction
of franchises in the health care area,
as well as in other stable growth
franchises. We’re in disagreement
about the durability and traction
of their business growth and cash
flows, which seems to be as large a
discrepancy as we’ve seen since we
were founded.
We don’t spend too much time as
an organization trying to measure
milestones, because we know that as
soon as we’ve achieved one, another
one lies ahead. We just simply need
to keep our eyes on the road.
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CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: As you’re a past
conference speaker, this is a unique
opportunity to follow up with you on
a previously-presented investment
idea. Based on Glenview’s public
filings, you continue to have a
material position in Thermo Fisher
Scientific. Can you give us an update
on that position?
LARRY ROBBINS: Thermo Fisher is an
example of a company which is wellrun and well-managed – from top to
bottom. So much of the popular press
talks about hedge funds engaging
underperforming companies,
or entrenched managements, or
dysfunctional boards. And yet, if
you look at Thermo Fisher Scientific
which is the aggregation of four
different companies: Thermo
Electron, Fisher Scientific, and Life
Technologies – itself two different
companies, it’s an example of a
board and management operating
on all cylinders. Number one, their
business continues to exhibit the
defensive growth characteristics that
attracted us to want to invest in the
life sciences industry. In the fourth
quarter of 2015, they posted their
strongest organic revenue growth
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quarter in five years, posting seven
percent organic revenue growth.
For a firm like ours, whose average
portfolio earnings multiple is 12
times this year’s and 10 times next
year’s earnings, it’s hard to find
businesses that grow organically
more than seven percent, so certainly
we’re gratified that the business does
that. Thermo has allocated capital
extremely well. They repurchased
shares and made meaningful
acquisitions – the most significant
of which in the last several years was
their acquisition of Life Technologies,
which was also a Glenview holding.
At the time we pitched Thermo to
your conference [October 2014], our
thesis was that Thermo’s organic
revenue growth would accelerate
not only because Life Technologies
was a financially accretive tuckin that offered significant cost
savings, but because the platform
that Life Technologies owned would
actually accelerate organic revenue
growth. That certainly has come
to pass in 2015, and is reflected in
increased optimism with respect
to organic revenue growth in 2016
and beyond. Finally, Thermo is an
example of what we would call the

‘wash-rinse-repeat trade’. There
is much discussion in the market
of companies that either employ
financial engineering or have a toogreat reliance on leverage in order
to drive financial returns. And yet
Thermo, as an investment grade
company, has developed enormous
credibility with the credit markets
and with the rating agencies, as
well as with its shareholders, by
identifying attractive acquisition
candidates and financing them
mostly with debt securities – but
then using their prodigious free cash
flow and the underlying EBITDA
growth of the combined company
in order to have the balance sheet
self-repair over an 18 to 24 month
period. As we sit here today, Thermo
has de-levered to below three times
debt to EBITDA, which puts them
in a position in 2016 to again be a
significant capital deployer. To date,
they have bought back $500 million
of stock and have announced the
accretive acquisition of Affymetrix.
We believe that the company has
additional firepower to augment their
strong organic top-line growth – and
a strong margin expansion with
additional accretive repurchases

or M&A that’ll further shareholder
returns. Thermo’s earnings growth has
not been as strong as we would have
liked because they have experienced
currency headwinds. Approximately
30 percent of their business is in
Europe, so they had headwinds from
the Euro. As a hedge fund, we have
maintained a short position in the
Euro for the last three years, in part
to compensate us for the implicit
net long exposure that Thermo and
others of our portfolio companies have
through the geographic dispersion
of their business. Having said that,
what we’ve observed in the market
place is that companies have actually
been penalized in terms of multiple
compression for currency headwinds
that most likely are transitory – or
at least they seem to be transitory,
looking at it in an unbiased manner.
While we would’ve liked to have seen
Thermo grow faster (and it did have

– first through their predecessor
company, Fisher – since early 2003.
We’ve had a 13-year investment in
the company. Now, if one is a close
follower of our 13F filings you’ll note
that there have been times we’ve
had larger and smaller positions,
as the company became more or
less attractive on an absolute and
relative basis. But the fact that we
are 13-year investors in Fisher – and
coming up on 12 years invested in
McKesson – allows us to have a bit
more credibility when we engage
companies on recommendations
that maybe people want to criticize
as short term-oriented. Obviously,
through our actions, we believe
we create long-term value for all
remaining shareholders. Thermo
is an example where there’s no
arm-twisting needed, because
of the quality of the board and
management.

We believe we create long-term value for
all remaining shareholders.
to absorb the currency headwinds),
we nonetheless are gratified that
the company can continue to put
up attractive growth, both constant
currency and reported. And, as a
hedge fund, we’ve had a tool at our
disposal with which to compensate
our investors for currency movements
– and other risks that come up – that
may have been detractors to our
overall performance.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: At times, hedge
funds as a whole get classified as
short-term in nature. Can you speak
to your long-term focus when owning
such wonderful franchises?
LARRY ROBBINS: It is worth noting that
we’ve owned Thermo continuously

CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Earlier in the
conversation, you talked about
the market dislocations that you’re
taking advantage of. In your opinion,
is today’s market environment
reminiscent of any other particular
time you’ve experienced as
an investor?
LARRY ROBBINS: I think it’s safe to say
that over the last six months, the
market volatility has taken advantage
of us, rather than the other way
around. And, unfortunately, that’s
what happens early in one of these
cycles. Securities prices move for
non-fundamental reasons, or are
overly discounted because of fears.
Then, after that, there’s a sorting-out
process which is not only a process of

repair, but a process of rebuild, that’s
ultimately rewarding to clients and
investors over a cycle. This situation
seems no different than others in
concept – but, of course, the facts and
circumstances will always change.
What do I mean by that? In 2002,
three of the 50 largest companies
in the US – Enron, WorldCom and
Tyco – all said, ‘please do not rely on
our financial statements because they
may be fraudulent’. Of course, that’s
going to shake investors’ confidence
– and the other 94% of the S&P 500,
as well as the other 94% of investors’
portfolios. And so, in the middle
of 2002, as this was happening,
people changed and abandoned their
investment principles with respect
to fundamentals and cash flows
and business trends and Porter’s
Five Forces. It became a short-term
popularity contest as to ‘who do I
trust more?’. So stocks like UPS,
which missed earnings three times in
2002, appreciated by 10%. Because
we all knew that the then eight- and
nine-year-old company UPS was
real because we could see the trucks
outside. And yet something that was
a complicated business model like
your PBM, like AdvancePCS, did the
opposite. It started to go from 11 times
to seven times recurring free cash
flow in 2002 because a four-yearold lawsuit accused the company of
overcharging in certain circumstances
– even though that pricing was
bundled pricing, and they were
delivering savings to their customers.
Why do I bring up that subject?
Well, number one, the best subsector of the S&P500 in the 2000s
was PBMs – the single best of any
one year of them. And the second
thing is that one particular company,
AdvancePCS, was acquired two
years later at a 300% premium
to where it was trading in 2002.
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As a hedge fund, we have maintained a short position in the Euro
for the last three years, in part to compensate us for the implicit net
long exposure that Thermo and others of our portfolio companies
have through the geographic dispersion of their business.
In 2011, the shares of HCA, the
hospital company, went from $30
to $18 because they had moderately
disappointing numbers. That’s a
pretty big move for a company of
the size, scale and stability of HCA
– to have a 40% move in the stock
price over a few months’ timeframe.
HCA then paid out three $2 special
dividends, meaning that the $18
stock was really $12. Then HCA did
exactly what you’d expect a defensive
hospital company that’s well run to
do. They grew EBITDA, they grew
free cash flow, they grew earnings,
and they used their cash flow to
retire equity at cheap prices, as well
as to fund those aforementioned,
special dividends. They made
small bolt-on acquisitions and
they invested internally in order to
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open urgent care centres and other
surgical centres to strengthen and
augment their business. And, in the
most recent year – 2015 – they grew
earnings 18%. The stock went from
that dividend adjusted $12 a share
in the third quarter of ‘11 all the way
up to a high in the low 90s in the
middle of last year. (Today it’s in
the low 70s, after a pullback.) That
environment seemed very confusing
to people who were worried about
HCA’s financial leverage, concurrent
with the European Bank focuses
and European Sovereign focuses in
late ’11 – and yet it only took three
or four years for people to make
multiples on their money investing
in a business that has been, quite
honestly, one of the most stable
industries we’ve seen – given the fact

that the organic EBITDA growth of
the hospital industry tends to grow at
a mid-single digit rate with very little
annual volatility.
As we fast forward to the
environment today, there are a
couple of things going on. Number
one is that – perhaps as a reflection
of the highly partisan politics of
the primary season combined with
absolute bad actors and bad-faith
actors within the for-profit specialty
pharmaceutical sector – there has
been a renewed focus on healthcare
equities. Investors have immediately
jumped to the conclusion that
this most stable of industries may
be in for significant fundamental
volatility. Simply stated, we couldn’t
disagree more. That happened in ‘02
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HCA Holdings Inc. stock price, April 15, 2011 – April 12, 2016.

in PBM land. It happened in 2008
in managed care. It happened in
2011 in hospitals, and right now it’s
happening in literally almost every
sector of healthcare that we see. Not
only is it not different this time, it’s
eerily reminiscent of all the other
times. So what is the process of
repair that we expect in healthcare?
We expect that, as time passes, and
as companies deliver results – and as
we pass the elections and/or pass the
merger arbitrage periods, and these
deals close – then investors will
increasingly become aware that, in
fact, these companies not only have
no higher than average risk to their
fundamentals, but that they actually
have significantly below average risk
to their fundamentals.
Now I’m going to give you a
specific example: take the formerly
mentioned HCA. HCA missed
earnings in the third quarter by
$55 million of EBITDA. They
beat the fourth quarter by $150
million of EBITDA. They came into
the year of 2015 with consensus
estimates of $4.92. Those consensus
estimates have moved all the way
up to $5.29 before they missed

in the third quarter, and the final
number they reported was $5.56
per share. Nobody can argue with
the fact that HCA outperformed
expectations in the beginning
of the year, and expectations in
the middle of the year. The peak
expectations anybody had during
the year – HCA outperformed them.
HCA presently trades about 11 times
consensus earnings, and HCA trades
approximately nine and a half times
consensus 2017 earnings. So I don’t
think anybody could say that HCA is
a highly valued, momentum-oriented
company given the valuation matrix
that it trades at. So, what is HCA
guilty of? Well, number one is that
there are people who believe that
in the election cycle the Republican
candidates will repeal and not
replace the Affordable Care Act.
Well, let’s do the math on that and
say that HCA is earning $500 million
of EBITDA from their incremental
customers who have come through
the Affordable Care Act, and make
no adjustments for the fact that
they actually suffered reductions
in reimbursements in 2011 in order
to pay for the Affordable Care Act.
So, let’s leave all the bad guys in,

but let’s take all the good guys out,
and let’s say we’re going to repeal
but not replace Obama Care. You’re
going to lose your $500 million in
profitability and never regain it.
What would that be worth? Well,
for hospitals trading at seven times
EBITDA that would be worth $3.5
billion of market cap. And yet, if you
look at the peak-to-trough decline
in HCA during that timeframe, the
market took $10 billion off of their
market cap. In other words, it fully
discounted three times the risk that
the Affordable Care Act is repealed
and not replaced. If you look at
any of the candidates’ platforms,
every single one of them talks about
replacing the Affordable Care Act
with something that may fit their own
politics. But nobody is talking about
taking insurance away from those
who recently got it. Which means that
the $500 million is durable. In fact,
if one reads even further, down the
first two bullet points and towards
the actual policies, what you’ll find is
that Medicaid expansion – expansion
of insurance coverage to the state –
has only been adopted by about half
of the states. And for the for-profit
hospital companies – including HCA
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– about two-thirds of their beds are
in states that have not yet adopted
Medicaid expansion. When we get
past the election cycle and the new
administration likely enables the
states – through block grants – to
design their own program that may
be better than Medicaid, then we
believe that, in fact, not only is the
$500 million not at risk of going
down but, in fact, you’re going to
see a measurable and meaningful
expansion of the benefits of
additional insurance coverage. This
will come as additional states adopt
expansion over the next three to fiveyear period. What would we expect
companies like HCA to do during this
period? We would expect them to
retire stock which is trading cheaply,
and we would expect them to issue
debt if they can – so that they can
buy more stock than their free cash
flow would allow. And that’s exactly
what they did. They bought back
4% of their market cap in the fourth
quarter and they’ve authorised a 10%
share approaches for the next coming
year. They issued $1.5 billion of debt
securities in the fourth quarter. They
issued $3 billion of debt securities in
this first quarter [of 2016], including
$2 billion refinancing and $1 billion
of expansion. For all the people who
are worried about the high yield
market not being functional, about
HCA as a high yield issuer: they
issued debt at 5.25% pre-tax – 3.5%
after-tax three weeks ago – which
does not seem like a tremendously
high cost of capital. Through this
period HCA will not be levering.
The incremental debt they’re issuing
is just to reflect the incremental
EBITDA growth that they have. Their
actual leverage matrix through this
period –including their purchase – is
actually going sideways to coming
down. So HCA does not become a
riskier company, it simply becomes a
more valuable investment.
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That is a reasonable proxy for
the silliness that’s going on in the
market. The only threat that’s
going on in the market is that –
because of the fact that the move
downwards in oil means that oil and
energy companies and associated
commodity companies are likely
to have lower profitability – high
yield investors and even banks

in order to execute their business
strategy. Those are the dichotomies
that exist in the market place today.
If you go through and analyze the
performance of stocks, you’ll find
that the performance of a stock is
more closely aligned to its market
cap bias, whether it’s owned by
greater than or less than 25 percent
of hedge funds. Whether it’s an

If you go through and analyze the
performance of stocks, you’ll find that
the performance of a stock is more closely
aligned to its market cap bias, whether it’s
owned by greater than or less than
25 percent of hedge funds.
are likely sitting on losses as
those commodity decks decline or
perpetuate. Therefore, there’s been
an aversion to any company that
is a high-yield issuer, regardless
of whether it’s a capital consumer
or a capital generator. And we,
at Glenview, have spent a lot of
time orienting our portfolio to be
principally aligned with companies
which are capital generators. Such
that, if you are fortunate, like HCA,
to continue to have capital access,
you can buy back even more stock
by borrowing even more money and
levering that incremental EBITDA.
Even if that can’t happen, and capital
markets are closed, they can use
their free cash flow of $2.6 billion
a year to either invest in their own
core business, pay dividends, or, in
the case of the companies that we
own that are undervalued, they can
retire equity so that they don’t need
the capital markets to be functioning

investment grade company or not,
or what particular sector it happens
to be in. That’s Buffett’s voting and
weighing machine – in the shortterm people have voted based upon
these positioning factors, but over
time people will discriminate based
upon this weighing of fundamental
factors. To circle back to your exact
question, ‘is it different this time?’
No, it’s exactly the same. Over what
timeframe will it self-correct? I have
no idea. But the fact that we and
others think and act like owners will
engage those companies. And the fact
that many companies have boards
and managements who also think
and act like owners – companies
who are capital generators – they
won’t just sit around and wait for
their equities to correct. They will
take advantage of this dislocation
by allocating capital towards the
opportunity: either de-levering
bonds at a discount to par, and/

I believe that I will be as proud of – or more proud of – the
community investments that Glenview has allowed me to make as
I will be of any of the financial investments that have assisted us
on the journey.
or buying back stock at a discount
to fundamental value. This will
ultimately accrue to excess value
creation for owners.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: You’re a major
philanthropist, whether through
the charter schools you’re funding,
the Robin Hood Foundation, or the
countless charities you support.
You’re certainly doing more than your
fair share to help society. Can you
speak about how your investment
philosophy has assisted in crafting
your philanthropic approach?
LARRY ROBBINS: First of all, I’m proud
to be involved with an industry that
has so many great role models and
leaders who have given back – not
only significantly financially, but also
given back with their time, talents,
leadership and vision. In an industry
where everybody thinks that we’re
all cut-throat and competitive, I find
myself constantly inspired by the
charitable works of many people
who have run successful investment
firms before me. I was also very
fortunate to have gone to school with
a gentleman named Mike Feinberg,
who was one of the co-founders of
KIPP (Knowledge is Power Program)
[along with Dave Levin].
The evolution of my philanthropic
environment has really paralleled the
growth of Glenview.
We are trying to build a sustainable
investment organization at Glenview

by buying low-risk, high-impact,
high-growth businesses, and coinvesting with good managements
who do smart things to generate
outcomes for their constituents. In
the educational philanthropy world,
there are a large number of social
entrepreneurs who – to the extent
that they choose to endeavour in
another field, whether it’s investing,
venture capital, startup businesses
and technology, or for-profit – would
be successful regardless of whichever
endeavour they chose. And yet
they have chosen to dedicate their
lives and their careers to closing
the achievement gap, to creating
educational opportunities for all.
To stop talking about the problems
of the education system, and start
solving them. Just as we’ve been
able to partner with Thermo Fisher
Scientific for 13 years, and enjoy the
benefit of that long-term investment,
I’ve been fortunate enough to partner
for more than decade with the Dave
Levins and Mike Feinbergs and
Norman Atkins who – had they
chosen a different path – I would
hope to be able to co-invest with on
the for-profit side as a capitalist. I’m
quite gratified that they’ve chosen
to dedicate their lives to education
reform – and I’m very, very happy to
be their partner in helping grow the
organizations they’re involved with.
I also have tried to take a portfolio
approach. The more you learn about
one particular issue, the more you
realize that there are additional

investments that could or should
be made in order to accelerate the
timeline and the impact of successful
solutions. I started out supporting
charter schools. Through my
involvement with KIPP, we quickly
realized that all schools, charter and
district, had a problem. There needed
to be enhanced teacher training –
just like we train and develop our
people organically at Glenview –
teaching real and applied skills based
on real world experiences. So there
was a need to train teachers – not
only in the history of teaching and
the history of education – but to give
them the practical tools necessary
to teach in an urban setting; to
teach in an engaging manner; to
teach in a manner which inspires
outcomes; and to arm children not
only with factual knowledge, but
with character skills that will lead
to success in school and in life. That
led to the creation of Relay Graduate
School of Education.
The most recent endeavour I’m proud
to be part of philanthropically is
an entity called Zearn. Zearn is an
attempt to raise the standard of math
education throughout the country
by creating a blended learning tool
for kindergarten through fifth grade
math that is designed to support
in-classroom teachers in their
efforts to teach each child basic
mathematical concepts and
numbers fluency – in a way that’s
engaging and allows them to have a
customized path of reinforcement

as well as progress. Zearn is now
serving over 270,000 users, which is
a shockingly large number.
It’s growing like a social media
company grows. It’s in a hypergrowth phase. The ability to
take what was learned in certain
classrooms, and then teach teachers,
and then figure out what was learned
by teaching teachers that portfolio
approach – that what you know,
next man-up type of approach,
that philosophy – it’s exceedingly
rewarding. It’s an approach that is
going to create a math curriculum
that will impact literally hundreds
of thousands of children, reinforcing
and solidifying their math education.
And when we do finish our marathon
– when we are done with our 30
years at Glenview, and when I pass
the baton off to somebody else to
run with it from there on behalf of
myself and other Glenview investors
– we will look back at the progress
we’ve made. Frankly, I believe that I
will be as proud of – or more proud
of – the community investments that
Glenview has allowed me to make
as I will be of any of the financial
investments that have assisted us on
the journey.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: I believe it was
Winston Churchill who mentioned
that ‘you make a living by what you
get, but you make a life by what
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you give’. You certainly embraced
that at a very young age, so kudos
to you for being so involved from a
philanthropic perspective.
LARRY ROBBINS: Kudos to you for knowing
the quote. I kind of ditched History
class in favor of math and engineering,
but thanks for broadening my horizon.
I appreciate it.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: One last question
on philanthropy. You highlighted the
importance of building a sustainable
organization – whether it’d be at
Glenview, or through some of the
portfolio investments you have made
on a philanthropic basis. When
you look at the learning you’ve had
– whether through KIPP, through
Robin Hood, or through other
organizations that you have spent
more than a decade with – are there
any key learnings that you’d like to
share with Capitalize for Kids that
would allow us to be that much more
successful in our own mission to
address the highest priority needs in
children’s brain and mental health?
LARRY ROBBINS: I think you have already
taken the most important step.
You’ve caused a series of people of
strong human capital to coalesce
around a definable challenge,
and you’ve committed as a team
to aggregate resources, identify
solutions, and move forward and
make a difference. I always wondered

before I started Glenview, ‘how do
you start a business?’ And the answer
is you just start a business.
And I can say that in joining a few
philanthropic organizations early
on and seeing them grow – and then
helping start a few organizations –
that the hardest thing is to get over
the mental barrier of just starting.
Once you do it and demonstrate
a bit of success, it takes on – in a
positive way – a life of its own. I
think my advice is to stay true to
the mission and stay true to the
focus; and to ensure that each year
that you’re bringing passion and
purpose to the endeavour. There is
a natural tendency to want to make
every donor happy. There’s a natural
tendency to make every constituent
happy. Occasionally that will pull
people in a lot of different directions.
I think in order to have maximum
impact, the clearer the vision that
comes from the leadership of the
organization, the greater the impact
you’ll have. Because the whole
team – not only Capitalize for Kids
as an organization, but also its
donors and supporters – will all be
running in the same direction and
pulling together. I guess that’s the
only advice that I could give. Once
you start down the road, the only
question becomes how effective you
are. Setting the wheels in motion is
already a huge accomplishment.

INTERVIEW WITH PIERRE LAVALLÉE
Senior Managing Director, Head of Investment Partnerships, Canada Pension Plan Investment Board
Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board (CPPIB) is a professional
investment management
organization that invests the funds
not needed by the Canada Pension
Plan (CPP) to pay current benefits.
CPPIB’s sole mandate is to invest
the assets of the CPP Fund on behalf
of 19 million contributors and
beneficiaries to maximize returns
over the long-term without undue
risk of loss.
CPPIB was created in 1997 after
serious concerns had arisen about
the long-term viability of the CPP.
Since 1998, the Fund has grown
from $36.5 billion in government
bonds to a current value of more
than $275 billion and counting.
Today, the CPP Fund is one of the
largest retirement funds in the
world, with private holdings in
41 countries and investments in
a wide range of assets across the
globe, such as toll roads in Chile
and Canada, Australia’s longest
road tunnel, student housing in the
United Kingdom and the secondlargest broadband service provider
in Hong Kong. CPPIB has over 1,200
employees in Toronto, Hong Kong,
London, Luxembourg, Mumbai,
New York City and São Paulo. The
organization invests through four
investment departments: Public
Market Investments, Private
Investments, Real Estate and
Investment Partnerships.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: For the benefit
of our readers, can you give us
an overview of the Investment
Partnerships group?

PIERRE LAVALLÉE: The Investment
Partnerships group was created
in January 2015, bringing three
investment programs under one
umbrella: external portfolio
management; funds, secondaries
and co-investments; and thematic
investing.
The rationale for bringing these
groups together into one integrated
department was to allow them to
benefit from each other’s expertise
and create new sources of value
for the Fund. It was a bit of an
experiment, but it’s turned out
quite well and there’s been some
really good cross-fertilization
among the groups.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: And how big is the
[Investment Partnerships] group?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Our overall AUM is
approximately $70 billion.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Tell me a little
more about the three programs
within Investment Partnerships.
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Each focuses on
different areas and opportunity
sets.
External Portfolio Management
creates value by engaging with
external managers globally whose
public market strategies and
expertise gradually increase the
portfolio’s value. This group differs
from many traditional multimanager programs by not making
aggressive shifts in assets between
strategies and managers. Rather,

Pierre Lavallée, CPPIB

they are focused on controlling
exposure and risks by balancing
various types of strategies and
generating a diversified return
stream.
Our Funds, Secondaries and Coinvestments team is a leading global
investor in private equity funds. The
group also engages in co-investments
alongside private equity partners
and is a large player in the global
secondary market through which we
acquire portfolios of seasoned assets
from other private equity limited
partners (LPs).
Thematic Investing is a relatively new
program within CPPIB that seeks to
identify long-term structural changes
and find ways to invest to take
advantage of these changes. This can
be done in a variety of ways, either
through a private or a public market
fund, direct private investments or
by managing a portfolio of public
securities internally. An example
of a theme would be evolving
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demographics. We broadly examine
demographics in different countries
and then drill-down on how
they could affect or bring about
structural changes. For example, the
implications of demographic shifts
in India are completely different
than in Japan. We examine what
is behind those macro trends and
how they will shape things in the
future. Finally, we look at ways to
invest in companies that will be
best positioned to take advantage of
those structural changes. We’re well
positioned to think long-term and
these changes will, by definition,
take a long time.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: What type of team
is required to successfully invest
such a large amount of capital?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Both our hedge fund
program and our private equity fund
programs are amongst the largest
in the world. You don’t get there
overnight and you need a team of
hard-working and dedicated people
with the right skill set.
Certainly our team takes a longterm view since in some cases, we
commit capital to our partners
for 10 to 15 years. When you think
about whom you invest with and
what type of partnership you create,
you need to identify partners who
will deliver in the long term on
the promises that they’re making
now. So a key skill that our team
members must have is being able
to do a deep assessment of people
and organizations. As individual
investors, our partners’ track
records and capabilities are priority
considerations but perhaps more
importantly, we focus on how people
within a firm gel together and create
a team. Our commitment is not
to the one person or to the people
whose last name is on the front
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door. It’s an institution to institution
commitment. For us to have the
confidence to invest, we need to
make sure that the firm will be there
to deliver over the long-term and we
need to assess and ensure that they
have all the ingredients: the right
people, the right culture, the right
processes and systems, the right
values, and the right compliance

being a pension plan as opposed to a
traditional asset manager is having
a long-term investment horizon.
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: I think that it’s a
particularly strong advantage for us
because of our certainty of assets.
Pension plans all have a long-term
horizon, but CPPIB has the benefit
of having predictable net capital

Recruiting, developing and retaining people
is the number one thing we have to get right.
It’s not easy.
mechanisms. We need a team that is
able to assess every item that I just
described.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How difficult
is it to recruit people that have
both the investment acumen to be
able to look through investment
opportunities that the firms are
investing in and who are also good
judges of character?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Recruiting, developing
and retaining people is the number
one thing we have to get right. It’s
not easy. It’s part of the reason that
it takes a long time to build the
right team at this scale to be able
to manage the assets. We have to
be really smart and targeted about
identifying the right people, and
that’s true for the senior folks that
we’ve brought in over the years, but
it’s also about identifying the right
people coming out of university or
earlier in their career and training
them so that they develop the skills
to lead in the future.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: To a large degree
one of the structural benefits to

inflows. We do not need to sell off
investments to pay CPP benefits nor
do we need to provide cash for any
other purpose. We have 8 more years
before a small part of our investment
income will be needed to pay pension
benefits. As a result, we assess our
opportunities and partners over
decades, not years or months.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Can you walk us
through the investment process
that CPPIB goes through when
your team makes an investment in
a private equity fund or in a hedge
fund manager?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Our investment process
has 6 steps: define strategy, identify
potential partners, screen potential
partner, due diligence, recommend
investment, and obtain approvals.
Our investment process starts with
defining an investment strategy. For
example, for public fundamental
equity, we would define that strategy what fits in it, how large we think we’d
like that part of our portfolio to be,
and why we think we can make money
doing it net of fees and all internal

costs over a several-year horizon.
Secondly, we identify potential
partners whom we think are best
positioned to deliver sustainable
results over a long period of time.
We’re not necessarily looking for the
manager who did well last quarter.
We look for managers who have done
well over several years and have a
long-term outlook.
Thirdly, we prepare a summary
overview of the potential partner
and the investment opportunity, and
submit it for comments and guidance
from the broader team on areas to be
emphasized during due diligence.
Our due diligence is a detailed
evaluation and a deep assessment,
which is a gentle way of describing
it. Managers both on the private

and dissect it from all sides and
angles before it is presented to the
Investment Department Decision
Committee (IDDC). The IDDCs
are comprised of Senior Managing
Directors and Managing Directors
representing all of the investment
departments. Depending on the
size of the investment or our total
exposure to a specific manager,
it would go to the Board-level
Investment Committee.
As you can see, the process is quite
iterative, inclusive, collaborative
and heavily pressure tested from a
variety of perspectives. One of the
really good things about the process
is that it allows our people to get
visibility on a much broader set of
investments than just the ones that
they’re directly involved in on a day to
day basis. For example, if a secondary

Every firm starts with one product and then
as it matures and gains expertise, it’s not
uncommon for them to try to extend their
product shelf.
and public side have told me that
our teams are the most thorough
that they have seen anywhere in the
world. Depending on the situation,
there may be a few iterations
internally in order to share findings
with the broader team.
We then prepare a comprehensive
investment recommendation that
forms the basis for approvals.
The approval step begins with a
team of senior investors across
Investment Partnerships, Public, and
Private Investments, who evaluate

transaction comes up, our entire
Funds, Secondaries & Co-investment
team reads through the investment
memos, asks questions, comments
and participates in the evaluation.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Given the volume
of managers your team has seen
over the years, your team more so
than most are qualified to speak to
the red flags that prevent managers
from continuing with your screening
process. In your opinion, what
are the signals that you think
external allocators should be
closely monitoring?

PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Let me start by saying
that there are aspects in the standard
due diligence process that are the
result of lessons learned over time.
When something happens more than
once, we make sure that we cover it
or when something happens that you
haven’t foreseen, then we embed it in
future screening.
The due diligence process has 50
different areas and well over 100
specific questions and requests
for documentation, all of which
is used to help identify potential
showstoppers. One of the most
important things that we consider
is whether a manager has an
attributable track record. It seems
simple, but it’s surprising how often
people will approach us because
they think they could be great
investors and they’ve got a great
idea or they have a great strategy,
and then we ask them: “have you
done this before?” Often they
have not and they don’t have an
attributable, concrete track record.
If there is a track record, we want
to make sure that it’s connected to
the long-term investment strategy.
For example, the manager may be
a good leveraged buyout investor,
but that doesn’t necessarily make
them a good venture capital investor.
Every firm starts with one product
and then as it matures and gains
expertise, it’s not uncommon for
them to try to extend their product
shelf. When that happens, we want
to make sure that we are engaging
with a partner who has the right
players, with the right track record,
in the right geographies, in the right
sectors, and in the right product
areas to be able to deliver against the
next thing that they’re going to do.
Secondly, we look for team cohesion
and management team strength.
As a long-term investor we want to
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see a strong, cohesive team for the
period of our investment. Ideally,
what you want to see is a team that
has worked together for an extensive
period of time and who has worked
through periods of stress and
survived as a team.
Lastly, we look very closely at the
level of transparency and disclosure
we get from the manager on what
they are doing. In our area, what
managers do is literally their “secret
sauce” and they’re very guarded
about sharing it. They’re happy to
tell you what the outcomes were
and how much money they’ve made,
but they are less inclined to tell you
what they do and how they do it.
It’s our responsibility to get inside
and understand all aspects of their
strategy. We need to understand
what’s in our portfolios.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: It seems that
the industry is moving towards
increased transparency.
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: Yes, I think so. I think
that more managers understand
that today. A lot of them now have
several years of experience where
they know that they can trust us and
be transparent. We’re very respectful
of their commercial interests and
we understand that they’re in
this to make money. Building a
long-term trusting relationship is
a two-way street. If we want our
external managers to bring us good
investment ideas and to treat us like
partners, then we have to do the
same in return.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: When you think of
your best investing partners, what
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are their core challenges and what
could they be doing better?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: We’ve talked about
transparency. Overall, could they
be doing it better? Sure. But, some
of our partners are already very
transparent, so it would be unfair

means that they have to shrink back
to greatness and re-focus on the
investments that made them great,
as opposed to doing several other
things in parallel. It’s a risk that, in
some ways, the most successful firms
are more susceptible to and one that
we keep a close watch on.

I understand the natural inclination to want
to grow one’s business. Managers need to
ensure that growth doesn’t distract them
from what made them successful in the
first place.
to tell them they could be doing
even more. The ongoing challenge
for partners is to strike a delicate
balance between transparency on
the one hand and preserving their
commercial interests, on the other.
I think managers can also improve
on controlling their growth,
especially when they have been
successful. I understand the natural
inclination to want to grow one’s
business. Managers need to ensure
that growth doesn’t distract them
from what made them successful
in the first place. For example, if
you rapidly grow from, say, having
50 limited partners (LPs) to 300,
that requires a lot of nurturing and
client contact. Managers can lose
their recipe for success when they
expand into new areas or into larger
investments. Sometimes, when
they have gone down that path, it

Another area that external managers
could improve on, and something
that we factor into our initial
assessment, is their alignment with,
and understanding of, our purpose
and mandate and that we invest on
behalf of 19 million contributors
and beneficiaries. Some progressive
managers really put a lot of emphasis
on creating alignment with CPPIB
and our investment objectives,
including by aligning their fees and
team compensation to deliver the
results that we are looking for.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How do you
differentiate between the potential
for long-term enduring investment
success and unsustainable shortterm outperformance?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: We invest a lot of time
in getting to know managers, and
by “a lot of time” I mean that it’s

The more transparent managers are with us, the better we can
understand them, their strategies, how they make their money
and we can confirm whether or not their approach fits with our
strategies and portfolios.
often years before they make it into
our portfolio. For managers who
step-up to the plate for the first time
and hit a home run, we watch them
each time they come to the plate
and see how many home runs and
how many strike-outs they have. We
have found that over time, managers
who would like us to become one
of their investors have been more
transparent earlier in the process
and that they provide us with
more information. They treat us as
investors before we actually invest.
This allows us to get to know them
better and understand how they hit
the home runs. It helps us build the
trust and confidence that is needed
to commit to an external manager for
a decade or more.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How do you see
the role of the global Investment
Partnerships group changing within
CPPIB?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: The CPP Fund is
projected to grow to over $300
billion by 2020 and $500 billion by
2030, and with that growth, I believe
that the role of partnerships will
continue to be a cornerstone of our
investment program. There are areas
where we want to invest and where
it’s just not practical to build our own

team in-house. With the appropriate
selection of external partners, we’re
able to do it in a way that’s very
profitable for our beneficiaries. It
requires a sizeable CPPIB team to do
it well, but we get great leverage out
of that team.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: In your view, what
is the most productive way to engage
with the Investment Partnerships
group during the early stages of
building a relationship with you and
your team?
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: As we grow we will
continue to selectively add new
managers that can create new sources
of value for the Fund, to ensure that
CPPIB continues to be one of the
highest-performing fund investors
in the world. We take our purpose
to invest CPP Fund assets on behalf
of our contributors and beneficiaries
very seriously. We are privileged
to be able to do so. It always helps
when external managers understand
us - our mandate, structure, longterm horizon and investing strategy.
For example, because of our overall
scale and our limited internal team
resources, our partnerships have to
allow us to deploy relatively large
amounts of capital.

Assuming that there is a potential fit
between the manager’s demonstrated
skills and our needs, we then begin
the process of getting to know one
another. The more transparent
managers are with us, the better we
can understand them, their strategies,
how they make their money and we
can confirm whether or not their
approach fits with our strategies and
portfolios. That calls for a fair bit
of information sharing. It’s going to
be an iterative process and one that
will require patience on their part,
because building trust with a new
potential partner takes time.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Thank you very
much Pierre for taking the time to
speak with us!
PIERRE LAVALLÉE: My pleasure.
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INVESTMENT INSIGHTS FROM
CAMBRIDGE ASSOCIATES
Sona Menon, Head of North America Pensions and Outsourced Chief Investment Officer
George Hasiotis, Managing Director and Hedge Fund Specialist
Recent increases in market volatility
and a more challenged return
environment have prompted many
investors to question their investment
strategies, particularly the role of
alternative assets in portfolios. In
this roundtable discussion, two of
Cambridge Associates’ investment
leaders share their insights on
portfolio strategy, alternatives
investing and what’s on their clients’
minds.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Who is Cambridge
Associates and how do you approach
investing for your clients?
SONA: Cambridge Associates is a
global, independent investment firm
with more than 1,000 clients and
a presence across four continents
including the United States
and Canada. We help both our
institutional and private investors
achieve their objectives through
proactive, unbiased investment advice
and management that is grounded in
intensive, objective research.
We do this in a highly customized
fashion. We meet our clients where
they need us – whether it is advising
on a portion of the portfolio (e.g.,
alternative assets) or overseeing
their total portfolio under a variety
of service models including nondiscretionary and fully discretionary.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: How is the current
market environment affecting
Cambridge Associates’ investment
recommendations and decisions?
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Sona Menon,
Cambridge Associates

SONA: As investors navigate the
current environment, they should
recognize that the market, or beta,
simply may not be enough to get
them to where they need to be. Of
course, each organization has its own
unique circumstances that should
drive governance, investment policy,
and asset allocation decisions, but
strategies must be adaptive to market
realities, too. Whether clients’ goals are
related to closing a pension funding
gap, supporting an endowment’s
enterprise into perpetuity, or fulfilling
a family’s personal or philanthropic
goals, Cambridge Associates works to
source incremental alpha to realize
objectives. Our job is to look across
asset classes and opportunities to
identify the best pockets of value and
incremental return. Also, it’s critical to
take into account the entire portfolio
as we do so to ensure that each
element is working together to the best
effect possible.

George Hasiotis,
Cambridge Associates

CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Where do you see
these incremental opportunities today?
SONA: Valuations in many asset classes
are stretched. The double-digit returns
from US equities over the last 5+ years,
combined with persistently low global
interest rates, lead us to look for growth
and downside protection through
different means.
Empirical evidence shows that entry
valuations into an asset class have
been an important driver of future
returns. Valuations in emerging
markets and natural resource
equities have improved considerably.
But as these markets also exhibit
higher risk, we prefer to identify
strong active managers who can
add alpha through their skill and
experience. Given the dislocation in
the energy markets, we believe there
to be many compelling opportunities
in private energy, for example.

As investors navigate the current environment, they should
recognize that the market, or beta, simply may not be enough to get
them to where they need to be.
Private investing broadly (including
venture and private equity as well as
private energy and real estate) has
also generated outsized returns over
public markets.
GEORGE: Hedge funds may play a
critical portfolio role by offering the
potential of downside protection,
which is meaningful in this low rate
environment, and by allowing the
portfolio to participate in growth
opportunities. Recently, there has
been a global disruption in energy
markets, with changing industry
dynamics leading to an environment
in which managers may be able to
better identify long-term winners
and losers. Such an environment
typically results in increased forced
selling and the development of
interesting distressed opportunities.
We expect over the next year
to spend more time examining
distressed funds, including evergreen
funds with energy expertise, and
also opportunistic vehicles launched
to take advantage of discrete trading
opportunities. Finally, the worst
performing strategy of recent past,
event-driven, may actually now look
relatively attractive on a forwardlooking basis.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: Have fund costs and
recent performance trends altered
your perspective on hedge funds?
SONA: Our opinion hasn’t changed
but recent events have served to
highlight the reasons for our point of
view. The potential opportunity for
alpha is highest, and sufficiently high
to warrant the incremental costs,

among alternatives – private equity,
private credit, and venture capital as
well as hedge funds. But this is also
a highly complex area of investing.
In our opinion, alternatives are
simply not worth the expense
and time required if they are not
executed correctly. However, some
of these specialized investments
have generated significant alpha for
portfolios, after fees.
Deep research, rigorous inspection
and strong relationships have always
been keys to effective alternatives
implementation. Our research team,
for instance, scours the globe for bestin-class ideas from alternative asset
managers. We have built our expertise
and relationships for more than
40 years and, since we were early
entrants to the space, we often are the
first call for fund managers raising
capital. The strong relationships we
have built over time often afford
exceptional access to top-performing
manager opportunities.
GEORGE: Recent market volatility
has also brought out more return
dispersion, which reinforces the
point that choosing the right
managers and proper execution is
key. At the same time, in many ways,
the potential offered by alternatives
is better than ever.
For instance, manager access is
better than it has been in a while.
Certain high-quality managers that
have been closed to new capital
are now reopening, either due to
portfolio-level drawdowns or to
prepare for what they see as a more

broad and compelling investment
landscape. Rotating capital to
these high-quality managers with
strong track records is a way that
a portfolio may enhance its returns
over the long term.
We also have found that many
managers are willing to work with our
investors to land on fees and terms
that are acceptable for all parties
involved in the investment. We believe
that this willingness, particularly in
the current market environment, can
be important to optimizing the net
value of portfolio investments.
CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS: What are the key
characteristics that you look for in
your due diligence process?
GEORGE: When we examine what
makes certain asset managers more
successful than peers, three core
characteristics stand out, regardless
of the strategy pursued. First, a firm
must show ability to consistently
source interesting investment ideas.
Spectacular one-time market calls
may generate headlines, but they are
not typically an indicator of long-term
success. Second, a manager must
have portfolio management skills that
balance an appropriate return for the
level of risk taken. Third, a manager
must demonstrate skill in running
a business, which incorporates both
handling responsibilities internal
to the organization as well as
interactions with investors and other
counterparties. Oftentimes it is this
last skill – or lack thereof – that trips
up individuals who otherwise have
strong investment pedigrees.
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